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About This Game

Beyond Eden is a visual novel set in the Victorian era, centering on the themes of "love-hate" and "revenge."
The player enters the shoes of Alex Wake, a young businessman who returns to a Baron’s mansion where he stayed as a boy.

Bearing a deep grudge against the Baron and his family, Alex seeks to manipulate them and their employees in order to lead the
family down the path of destruction.

Alex can develop dark and complex relationships with 6 male characters. It depends on you, the player, to steer the story
towards foreseeable tragedies or help Alex discover the faint chance of redemption.

Description

A psychological thriller centered on revenge.

Homosexual romance between men based on the dark themes of love and hate.

Warning: Features dubious consent/non-consensual sex between adult men.

Develop relationships with 6 male characters (5 romantic interests) of various age, personality, and physique: the austere
eldest son and heir apparent, the cold and silent second son, the pure and innocent youngest son, the kindly family
doctor, the impeccably polite butler, and the social butterfly friend.
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More than 20 in-game events with sexual content. (Note: Does not include sexual depictions of women or minors.)

Individual stories for all romantic interests. Clearing every route will uncover the full truth behind the tragedy that
transpired at the Baron’s mansion more than a decade ago.

17 different endings.

More than 70 elaborately illustrated event graphics.

Beyond Eden provides voices by Korean professional voice actors during major in-game events.

Beautiful original score in tune with the period drama. Over 30 tracks.

15~25 hours of gameplay.

5 romantic interests

Befriendable character (non-romantic story route)
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(Note: Jeremy is not a romantic interest, but Alex can still form a certain type of relationship with him. Jeremy has his own
story route and endings as well.)

Story
It is the late Victorian era, a time of drastic social upheaval and shifting values.

Yet everything seemingly remains routine and unchanged in 'Ashgrove Park,' a stately mansion surrounded by a vast forest.
But then a man arrives to disturb its tranquility—a man who spent his boyhood at the estate has now returned after 10 years.
The Baron Edenic—the master of the house—and his four sons, the doctor, and the servants greet him with wariness, joy, or

unfamiliarity.
A story of discord and destruction between and the people of the mansion and a man who hides his thirst for revenge beneath a

calm demeanor.
Does the fall await beyond Eden?

Or—
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Title: Beyond Eden
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Studio Pieplus
Publisher:
Studio Pieplus
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2017
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This game is outstanding -- I cannot stop playing. The game is simple but the environment is classic arcade and the physics are
on point. I'd love a few more game types (maybe realtime versus multiplayer or a "longshot" challenge\/waves where the hoops
get progressively further away, etc.), but I'd pay 5 times the price at the moment. I'll be playing this for years.. Hunter is an
OKish shooting game - certainly not great, but passable for a dollar or less (buy it if it's on special, as it's not worth full price).

You can play the game in Training mode (shooting at targets), Versus mode (shooting at targets, trying to beat the score of an AI
player), or Hunting mode (shooting at animals in the wild).

It is an extremely basic game. For instance, when you are shooting at animals in the wild, you shoot at a few grazing deer, who
then bound off, and you shoot at them from the same spot. You don't hunt animals through the bush.
The graphics are very basic.

I can't say that I liked the rifle mechanics in the game.
If you look off to the side, it takes ages to bring the rifle back to your target (pro tip: don't look off to the side).
In order to shoot you have to take your finger off the mouse (which is rather counter-intuitive, as you would expect to click on
the mouse to shoot).
However, once you get used to it, it's OK.

Hunter is worth it if you buy it at a throwaway price (e.g. 75 cents - i.e. a small amount of money, which you could throw away
in a wishing well).
Play it for half an hour, and then maybe (or maybe not) go back to it again if you're feeling bored with your other games.
I would recommend the game for a brief bit of amusement, nothing more - it passes only on the basis of its cheapness to
entertainment ratio (if it wasn't cheap, I wouldn't recommend it at all).. first of my playtime is wrong because i played in offline
mode. i finished the game
the only thing this game has to do with undertale exept the name is how great the music and the dialogs are compared to the
gameplay.
secret tip: you cant buy the soundtrack on steam (due to probably lycensing problems) but you can but it somewhere else for
exmaple amazon

also there is a gay dragon. Showing Tonight: Mindhunter\u2019s Incident, developed by Phime Studio, is a point-and-click,
adventure puzzle game with a hint of Hidden Object scenarios. After first viewing the trailer, screen shots and the store page
summary, I came in with some high expectations. I was hoping for a fun, creepy adventure in my very own B-Horror film.
Instead, what I got was a gimmicky puzzle system, horribly rendered cut scenes, an unexplained, unfulfilled and poorly-told
story, and a complete lack of Hidden Object sections.

You play as Nate, an avid movie-goer who\u2019s become somewhat obsessed with a new film, \u201cSomeone Ate My
Clapper.\u201d In fact, he\u2019s seen it so many times that the clerk knows his name, and hands him the ticket without
needing to ask. Once in the theatre, Nate falls asleep. He awakes just moments later, but not in his local cinema. Rather, he
finds himself inside the movie. With the help of Gabriella, a character in the film, Nate must\u2026 actually; I can\u2019t really
explain the rest of this story. Because everything from here on out makes no sense. Nothing is explained, nothing is clarified,
and nothing is elaborated upon. You\u2019re either running about, completing random objectives without rhyme or reason, or
you\u2019re struggling to fathom how some of these puzzles made any sense.

But first, I want to start with some positive notes regarding Mindhunter\u2019s Incident. The art work is fairly well done.
It\u2019s got the detail, depth and color to really shine. The game\u2019s concept is also great. It may lose its charm a few
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minutes in, but I really like the idea of getting sucked into a movie and solving its mysteries. Also, some of the puzzles are
decent and fun. Not all of them, but some.

Sadly, that\u2019s all I found enjoyable about Mindhunter\u2019s incident. And it\u2019s a real shame, too, since I had such
high expectations. But as far as cons go, there are plenty. Something I really must address is the Hidden Object sections. There
are only three of them in this game. Three Hidden Object sections. That\u2019s it. I thought I had missed some along the way,
but that wasn\u2019t the case. The game was so lazy that it repeated all three of them in the final stage. Did they not have the
time to make more than three? Seriously?

Instead, you get a multitude of these \u201csilhouette puzzles.\u201d They\u2019re simple, rotate certain objects to fit a certain
position, and that\u2019s it. These were a nice surprise at first, but it isn\u2019t long before they start cropping up everywhere.
There must be at least twenty of these, and they all follow the same formula. Why would the devs devote so much time to these
repetitive puzzles, rather than implement more Hidden Object sections? It just baffles me.

Voice acting is awful, but I can\u2019t necessarily call that a con. The game does take place in a B-Horror movie, after all.
Honestly, I thought the bad acting was a welcomed addition. What I didn\u2019t find welcoming, however, were the cutscenes.
They\u2019re all horribly rendered and look like crap compared to everything else. Not only that, but they\u2019re
accompanied by some of the worst animation I\u2019ve seen in a long time. Characters heads bounce around in a laughable
manner, everyone\u2019s movement is awkward and stilted, and don\u2019t get me started on the lip syncing. It just looks bad,
end of story.

Some of these puzzles are alright, but most boil down to finding an item, walking to a certain location, using that item, and then
venturing out to do it all over again. They aren\u2019t rewarding, nor are they fun. And that\u2019s the key word, here.
\u201cFun.\u201d Mindhunter\u2019s Incident just wasn\u2019t fun. Instead, it was frustrating, tear-jerking-ly boring, and
confusing. There are so many great point and click adventure games on Steam, and this most certainly is not one of them.. Got
all the DLC from a bundle, they add a lot more content.. More than it says on the tin. Play whenever you have a couple of hours
to spare.. Lovely meditative game to play while waiting for something for example. Last patch made the ball a bit easier to
control, but it's still plenty difficult, which is good.. House of Velez is an astoundingly well made game that takes you back to
the olden days of horror. The cut scenes are well made and the game is overall demented. Loved every second of it.. Don't trust
So Many Me's cute exterior, because behind the mask of dozens of cute costumes and a silly story hides a feindish puzzle game.
This games puzzles take time to unravel and all the while gives you cheery music and cute graphics to look at. I'd wholey
recommend this game to anyone who loves puzzle platformers.
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I\u2019d be lying if I said that this review would be as negative as the other two games. Now, I may be suffering from
Stockholm syndrome from continuously playing all three games in a row, but I find this game more enjoyable than the other
two. I may actually even have to recommend it ;__;

The opening did not give us much to go off on\u2014a monotonous comic strip will NOT capture the audience\u2019s
attention, especially when you\u2019re trying to explain what has happened from Alien Breed 2. That\u2019s my only real issue
with the beginning. It seems that Team 17 did try to make a difference with their game. They did stick to the run-to-here-and-
back game mechanic through the entirety of the game, but they threw in many more dynamic scenes and gameplay experience
as far as ways in which you shoot aliens. Now that they\u2019re raising Klein as your main antagonist, I find it a lot more
enjoyable, especially when listening to his stereotypical German accent. <3

Very \u2018OK\u2019 boss battles. I actually kind of enjoyed fighting the aliens, especially in the water scenes (which I can
also appreciate). They also brought in a new type of alien that while I like, I also dislike. I feel that the Electro-shocker is a bit
overpowered, and would have worked better if it could not actively fight on land, since that was what I assumed from the first
few that I had encountered. It would have made more sense, because the game shows that electricity will hurt you if it\u2019s
spread above water.

And ooooh my god, the comic scene for the last chapter is so lovely. SO LOVELY. It\u2019s just so sick and cruel and yet I
can\u2019t help but love Klein even more for being such an evil lunatic. I just LOVE it, even though I know I wouldn\u2019t
really enjoy his company in real life. I did not enjoy the ending.

Team 17 made this trilogy with the interests of making money only, after seeing interest in their Worms series starting to
dwindle. They made and released all three of these games in the same year. A LOT of content was reused in the first two games,
but I also see a lot more introduced into this final game. I\u2019m not sure what got them to put in more effort into this last one,
but I can say that it is OK. Not BAD, per say, but OK.

I\u2019m not sure why this game got as much bad rep as the other two games, but I\u2019d still say get this game when
it\u2019s discounted at least 75%, but if you were going to pick any of the three, play this one first.. Definetly helps me cope
with opening loot boxes. You get more money out of them atleast unlike the spawn of satan boxes in other titles... 10\/10. I am
very afraied on the breathing now! thies gamed teached me how to apreciate the air in the lung.
thank to Breathed frear i can now breaut with 3 breathed instrumnet. i want ot spank the angla but i dont get cas h from
runescaep anyrmo, theya banened my accin. :(((((((((

plas runeskap gieve me accoan my omom dieded nwo. :(
. bit meister :DD
. This game is AMAZING to play with 4 players!!! SO HILARIOUS!!! PLEASE SUPPORT DEV!!! I hope there are new levels
added to have more variety, but this game is the bestestest!!!. I enjoyed the game, good music atmasphere graphics arent bad too
dark in certain places flashlight can be annoying when running low on batteries. The first half an hour is good in the mansion
finding keys which is what you do throughout the entire game but the mansion has an extra 50 rooms or so that you cant see
from the outside.
And there is also a portal which you go through and the developers chuck everything horror they can think of to you theme park
horror carnival of horror mental asylum cemetery to name a few some of the puzzles are mind blowing so had to use youtube
for some walkthroughs as I said I enjoyed it wont play again for a very long time I am just glad I completed it by shutting down
the portal.
Thanks for reading.. If you have windows 7 do not buy this game; it is too choppy to play and steam won't help you they will
just take your money..... Do you like Big Rigs? I sure do. This game is actually pretty awesome. Gameplay is fun, and much like
that of an arcade game. Players take on the role of a truck driver, and you choose different missions to gain points to unlock
other levels. Players generally get 2-3+ choices each level of what difficulty they would like their haul to be, the more difficult,
the bigger the reward. Difficulty is determined by a few factors, mostly on trailer/cargo size, weather, time of day and other
special conditions.
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